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Intelligence Community

Introduction

Intelligence analysis has historically focused on explaining contemporary events, emphasizing our understanding of existing mysteries and enigmas (Heuer, 1999). Under the impetus of the terrorist attacks of 9/11 (National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the
United States, 2004) emphasis has increasingly shifted to anticipating future events based
on data collected from a multiplicity of sources, especially the Internet.
This places emphasis on probabilistic estimates of likelihood by systems that combine human expertise with automated technologies that manipulate data beyond unaided human
capability to understand and manipulate. Unprecedented emphasis then falls on how humans interpret statements of probability understanding probability as a metric for our
lack of certainty an event will occur and ambiguity as to whether it has occurred. How analysts and their customers understand algorithmic combination of data and assign probabilities to future events is essential to addressing interpretation of algorithmic estimates.
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The Emerging Analytic Environment

In the past Intelligence Community’s(IC) data collection systems were like scientific data
collection systems: custom engineered from end-to-end as harmonized, coherent systems
that meaningfully measured and manipulated data relevant to a well-defined problem.
We term data produced by such systems bespoke data. 2 This has changed: analysts are increasingly synthesizing byproduct data with the IC’s traditional bespoke data. Byproduct
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We distinguish between bespoke and byproduct data. Bespoke Data: through all human history data were
created to answer specific questions – they were made to order, bespoke. In contrast byproduct data is a
term intended to replace big data in our lexicon. Byproduct data are automatically created by information
technology systems to serve some business or personal objective and are easily repurposed for other, unrelated purposes, like telephony geodata necessary for cell routing repurposed for vehicle navigation.
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are thus generally foreign data to the systems which are used to analyze them, which
means that the assumptions underlying the data (measurement model) are not known.
Driven by the emergence over the last 20 years of a vibrant, global commercial market,
the power and pervasiveness of computer and communications technologies have exploded, leading to dramatically reduced friction in all sorts of information technology operations. For the first time in human history people have ready, inexpensive, practical access to tools that amplify the mind rather than the body. For the first time in history we
are using low-friction computation tools that create, operate using, and “throw-off” byproduct data readily repurposed to ends potentially far-removed from the original intent.
This separation of analytical purpose from measurement processes (creation of data) disrupts the historic intellectual integrity of inquiry mediated by professional expertise.
Our techniques for engineering human-machine systems are proven to work when that
human expertise is at the heart of data synthesis. Emerging anticipatory analytic systems
arguably necessitate a new partitioning and a reassessment of our engineering techniques: novel combination(s), scale, and scope of data mean that tasks that have historically been reserved for humans (in Licklider’s model (1960) of human-machine system
partitioning) are beyond unaided human cognition. Will analysts using emerging anticipatory analytic systems accept the new partitioning and adopt the products of mind amplifying tools?
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Impacts on Analysts and Analysis

Dramatic reduction in computational friction is both an opportunity and a threat. It is an
opportunity because we can adopt new ways of doing things that could not previously be
considered; it is a threat because our corporate culture and (personal) process norms are
in transition from those suitable to high friction to one where it is negligible. Fifty years
ago, analysts, like scientists or engineers, had to think with extreme care about what data
were to be collected, how they were to be analyzed, and how they were to be interpreted.
To do anything else was totally infeasible in terms of time and treasure. Now, personal
and corporate processes and best practices are rooted in a world that has utterly changed,
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but our millennia old ways thinking about data and their organization, and our centuriesold way of thinking about mathematical probability are just starting to catch up.
In assessing human understanding of probability there is no unique solution because
there is no simple, unique way of describing probability. There are four distinct interpretations of probability that we must consider: relative frequency of occurrence, logical relationship between evidence and belief, subjective degree of belief, and propensity to occur,
(Sagan, 2015), (Vick, 2002), (Weisberg, 2014). Just as electromagnetic is sometimes best
described as a particle and sometimes as a wave, it benefits us to think of probability in
one way, say propensity to occur, at other times in another way, say, subjective degree of
belief. However, frequency of occurrence, the original form of probability and what we
normally think of as probability, is arguably the least relevant to predictive analysis
(Sagan, 2015).
And since the majority, if not the totality, of commonly used statistics are based on the
relative frequency interpretation, there is a special challenge for the predictive analysis
manager, system engineer, algorithm designer, strategic communications expert, and
training expert. This challenge is further complicated because there is a risk of algorithms
failing to discriminate spurious or transient correlations from causal connections due to
the bring your own data scenario with most byproduct data.
Furthermore, without a clear understanding of how probability is understood by different
professions, practitioners and lay people (including the ICs customers), we will be unable
to manage the productive use of predictive analytics technology. The roots of these concerns go deep in the history of the analytic community (Kent, 1964). This problem of
specifying probability and how we talk about it has continued to receive attention in
high-level reports (National Research Council, 2011, p. 36), but more needs to be done
since the impacts of low friction computing and byproduct data have yet to be included
in the analysis.
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4 Open Questions and Recommendations
SBSS disciplines are necessary to understand the broadly defined analytical system (encompassing requirements developer – technology developer – collector – analyst – customer) in the context of the contemporary environment of low-friction computing and
byproduct data. Two major problem areas are defined:
1. Understanding and communicating probability, especially when calculated by opaque
algorithms operating on byproduct data.
a. Develop a taxonomy of probability and another of anticipatory (predictive) precision, and combinatoric methods appropriate to different domains and problems that
have components where we have varying levels of predictive sophistication and rigor.
If we do not use words in a consistent and transparent way when discussing probability and anticipation, there will be confusion and, ultimately, disbelief resulting from
unmet expectations (Pinker, 2007), (Quine, 1960). Similarly for logical relationship between evidence and belief and subjective degree of belief. We have not previously
faced circumstances where we’ve needed to combine relative frequency and propensity to occur probabilities and so lack widely-accepted, transparent, processes and
procedures for how we go about doing so.
b. Re-assessment of measurement and statistical methods considering low-friction
computing and byproduct data combined with bespoke data, especially the use of inferential vs. descriptive statistics.
Increasingly pervasive low-friction, low-cost computation technologies and the growing availability and importance of byproduct data risk breaking historic links between
deep, domain-specific knowledge and understanding of data. Consequently, spurious
correlations may be confounded with causal relationships.
2. Understanding, managing, and maintaining vigilance given asynchronous collection
of data in anticipation of low frequency, one-time events
a. Developing methods to communicate to analysts and watch standers the existence
of unexpected algorithmically identified targets, and their potential significance.
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There is no single dimension to which analysts respond to form a perception of probability of a future event. This is due to the lack of independence of a probability expression from the subject matter of the expression as well as ambiguity in usage of the four
usages of “probability.” The anticipatory analytic systems analyst works in a highly
complex context in general far removed from laboratory research conducted on undergraduate psychology majors, so the direct applicability of research that does not
simulate emerging anticipatory analytic environments is unclear.
Government funded vigilance and Signal Detection Theory (SDT) research spanning
the past six or seven decades, enabling engineering radar and sonar systems, is a starting point to addressing this issue. Challenges in extending historic vigilance findings
include most significantly, the fact that emerging anticipatory analytic systems analysts, unlike radar and sonar operators, have information about the environments they
are monitoring independent from what the warning system provides.
b. Understanding the challenges of categorizing signal vs. clutter. vs. noise in byproduct data which is being repurposed to address multiple intelligence issues
SDT can be applied to emerging anticipatory analytic systems operation embodies a signal detection process that can be used to monitor and tune emerging anticipatory analytic systems at a range of granularities. As previously noted (McClelland, 2011), SDT can
be applied in assessing human interactions with emerging anticipatory analytic systems
and the effectiveness of engineering actions over the entire System Development Life Cycle (SDLC).
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Relevant SBSS Disciplines

Studies of IC analysts in their actual work environments is required to address the problems identified here, drawing on psychophysics and measurement theory, cognitive psychology, evolutionary psychology, human factors, and Signal Detection Theory. We are
now developing “non-invasive” data capture capabilities that will enable this research.
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